Abstract-Deconvolution microscopy has been extensively used to improve the resolution of the widefield fluorescent microscopy. However, classical deconvolution approaches require the measurement or estimation of the point spread function (PSF), and are usually computationally expensive. Recently, convolutional neural network (CNN) approaches have been extensively studied as fast and high performance alternatives. Unfortunately, the CNN approaches usually require matched high resolution images for supervised training. In this paper, we present a novel unsupervised cycle-consistent generative adversarial network (cycleGAN) with a linear blur kernel, which can be used for both blind-and non-blind image deconvolution. In contrast to the conventional cycleGAN approaches that require two generators, the proposed cycleGAN approach needs only a single generator, which significantly improves the robustness of network training. We show that the proposed architecture is indeed a dual formulation of an optimal transport problem that uses a special form of penalized least squares as transport cost. Experimental results using simulated and real experimental data confirm the efficacy of the algorithm.
I. INTRODUCTION

L
Ight diffraction from a given optics limits the resolution of images, creating blur and haze which degrade fine details of the intracellular organelles. Therefore, deconvolution techniques are usually required to improve the resolution [1] .
Mathematically, a blurred image g(r) can be represented as a convolution between an unobserved object x(r) and a 3D point-spread function (PSF) h(r): g(r) = h * x(r) = R 3 h(r − r )x(r )dr , r ∈ R 3 .
which is also corrupted by noises:
where w is the measurement noise. It is well-known that a deconvolution microscopy problem, which obtains x from the sensor measurement y, is ill-posed. A standard strategy to address the ill-posed inverse problems is a penalized least squares approach to stablize the solution: for q ≥ 1, where R(x) is a regulariztion (or penalty) function such as l 1 , total variation (TV), etc [1] - [3] . The reason to use a general q value instead of the standard choice of q = 2 will soon become clear.
If the PSF h(r) is not known, which is often referred to as the blind deconvolution problem, both the unknown PSF h(r) and the image x(r) should be estimated. For example, the authors in [4] , [5] proposed a blind deconvolution method by solving a joint minimization problem to estimate both the unknown blur kernel and the image by adding additional penalty (such as l 1 or total variation (TV)) for the unknown blur kernel:
where Q(h) is the regularization term for the blur kernel. For the sake of simplicity, we consider (4) to be the most general form of the penalized least squares formulation for deconvolution microscopy, since the non-blind case becomes a special case by setting Q(h) = χ h * (h), where χ h * (·) is the indicator function for the ground-truth PSF h * . Recently, convolutional neural networks (CNN) have been extensively investigated to enhance the resolution of optical microscopy. Rivenson et al. [6] used deep neural networks to enhance its spatial resolution for a large field-of-view and depth-of-focus optical microscopy. Nehme et al. [7] used a deep convolutional neural network to obtain super resolution images from localization microscopy. Weigert et al. [8] proposed a CNN method which can recover isotropic resolution from anisotropic data. Zelger et al. [9] used a CNN method to localize particles in three dimensions from a single image. In these works, the neural networks are usually trained in a supervised manner, necessitating high resolution reference images that are matched to each low resolution images.
Recently, generative adversarial network (GAN) has attracted signnificant attention in inverse problems by providing a way to use unmatched data to train a deep neural network [10] . In particular, the authors in [11] proposed so-called Wasserstein GAN, which is closely related to the mathematical theory of optimal transport [12] , [13] . For microscopy applications, Nguyen et al. [14] developed a novel CNN framework with conditional generative adversarial network (cGAN) framework to reconstruct video sequences of dynamic live cells from Fourier ptychogrpahic microscopy (FPM). Kupyn et al. [15] proposed the so-called DeblurGAN for motion deblurring with a conditional GAN and content loss. Unfortunately, these GAN approaches often generate artificial features due to the mode collapsing, so a cycle-consistent adversarial network (CycleGAN) [16] that imposes the oneto-one correspondency has been extensively investigated for image reconstruction [17] , [18] . However, cycleGAN training is relatively slow as two deep generators should be trained simultaneously.
One of the most important contributions of this paper is, therefore, to show that the cycleGAN architecture with two generators may not be necessary for unsupervised deconvolution microscopy. Instead, a simple linear blur generator may be sufficient to generate low resolution images, thereby reducing the required number of CNN generators to only one. This makes the training much easier and more stable compared to the original cycleGAN approaches with two deep generators. Another important contribution of this paper is to reveal the theoretical background for the success of the new architecture, i.e. our cycleGAN architecture is indeed a dual formulation of the optimal transport problem [12] , [13] when the penalized least squares formulation (3) with the unmatched reference penalty is used as a transport cost between the two measures. Recall that the optimal transport problem is to compare two measures in a Lagrangian framework [12] , [13] . The use of the optimal transport theory is suitable for the unsupervised deconvolution problem, since it can utilize the unmatched high resolution image data to stabilize the deconvolution solution. Thanks to the Kantorovich dual formulation [12] , [13] , we show that the optimal transport problem can be implemented by the proposed cycleGAN with a linear blur kernel. This paper is composed as follows. In Section II, we provide a review of necessary mathematical preliminaries. Section III then proposes a cycleGAN architecture with a linear blur kernel as a dual formulation of the optimal transport problem with the penalized least squares. The network implementation is detailed in Section IV. The experimental methods and results are provided in Section V and Section VI, respectively, which are followed by the conclusion in Section VII.
II. RELATED WORKS
A. Optimal Transport
Optimal transport theory [12] , [13] gives a mathematical framework that makes it possible to measure distances between two measures. In this section, we provide a brief review of the optimal transport theory to make the paper self-contained.
In optimal transport theory, both measures are usually considered as probability measures supported on the X and Y spaces, respectively, i.e. µ ∈ P (X ) and ν ∈ P (Y). Let c : X × Y → [0, ∞] be a transport cost where c(x, y) measures the expense of transporting one unit of mass x ∈ X to y ∈ Y. Essentially one pays a cost for transporting one measure to another, so that the similarity of the two measures are quantified using the minimum transportation cost for transporting one measure to another. Formally, we say that
which condition is often simply represented by
where T # is often called the push-forward operator. Then, Monge's original optimal transport problem [12] , [13] is to find a transport map T that transport µ to ν at the minimum total transportation cost, which can be formulated as
subject to ν = T # µ However, Monge's original formulation usually requires combinatorial approaches due to the nature of deterministic assignment. Kantorovich relaxed the assumption to consider a probabilistic transport, which allows mass splitting from a source toward several targets [12] , [13] . Specifically, Kantorovich introduced a joint measure π ∈ P (X × Y) and the associated cost c(x, y), x ∈ X , y ∈ Y such that dπ(x, y) becomes the amount of mass transferred from x to y and c(x, y)dπ(x, y) is the associated cost. Accordingly, mass can be transferred from x to multiple locations. Then, the Kantorovich's formulation of the optimal transport problem is defined as
for all measurable set A ∈ X and B ∈ Y. Here, the last two constraints come from the observation that the total amount of mass removed from any measurable set has to equal to the marginals [12] , [13] . Under some regularity conditions that can be found in [12] , [13] , we have inf π K(π) = inf T M(T ), thereby justifying the use of Kantorovich formulation. Another important advantage of Kantorovich formulation is the dual formulation. Specifically, the dual Kantorovich formulation is given by
which can be equivalently represented as
where ϕ is often called the Kantorovich potential and ϕ c is its c-transform defined as
Again, under some regularity conditions that can be found in [12] , [13] , we have
Finally, the Wasserstein distance d W p (µ, ν) between the two measures µ, ν is defined as
when one choose c(x, y) = x − y p with p ≥ 1 in (8).
B. Learning with Wasserstein Loss
Recently, Adler et al [19] proposed a learning scheme using the miss-aligned training data. Their work was motivated from inverse problems, where the ground-truth label data is scarce and many of the reference data is misaligned by geometric transforms. Since the standard l 2 loss for the supervised training with the misaligned data gives a smeared reconstruction, they employed the Wasserstein distance that correctly compensates for miss-alignments in certain cases [19] .
Specifically, for a given forward problem (2), they first define an inversion operator G Θ using a neural network with the parameter Θ such that the estimate of the unknown x is given byx Θ = G Θ (y). After discretizing the reconstructed image and the geometrically misaligned reference, the two measures are defined by point masses on the discretization grid. Then, the neural network is trained to minimize the Wasserstein loss between the two point masses. Adler et al [19] demonstrated that the training with the Wasserstein loss can lead to less blurry reconstruction.
III. MAIN CONTRIBUTION A. Penalized Least Squares for Optimal Transport
One of our most important observations in this paper is that the Wasserstein loss in Adler et al [19] , defined as the point masses on the discretization grid, may limit its potential in the use of unmatched reference data. In particular, their "misaligned" reference data for the training should come from similar images to the ground-truth up to the geometric transform. However, in most of the deconvolution microscopy problems, even these "mis-aligned" reference data may not be available; instead, high resolution images from additional algorithms or modalities may be available for different samples.
Another important observation is that the statistical properties of the high and low resolution images are different thanks to the blur kernel, which can be exploited by extending the original idea of Adler et al [19] . For example, suppose that the ground-truth image x is from the i.i.d Gaussian distribution, i.e x ∼ N (0, σ 2 x I), which is the normal distribution with zero mean and covariance σ 2 x I, where I is the identity matrix. With the additive noise w ∼ N (0, σ 2 w I), the measurement y in (2) is then distributed by
where H is the convolution matrix given by h * x = Hx. In deconvolution problems, the ill-posedness of the inverse problem comes from small singular values of H, which makes the covariance matrix σ 2 w I + σ 2 x (H H) severely elongated to specific directions. A more general geometric view is shown in Fig. 1 , where the measurement manifold Y for the blurry images are more elongated compared to the high resolution image manifold X . Therefore, if the inversion of (2) is correctly done, the reconstructed image G Θ (y) should closely follow the distribution of the high resolution images. Accordingly, instead of using the point mass in the discretization grid as in Adler et al [19] , our measures µ, ν are now defined in the space of high resolution images X and the low resolution measurement y ∈ Y, respectively. This observation leads to the following cost function for the penalized least squares formulation in (4):
for p ≥ 1, which use the distance between the neural network output G Θ (y) and x as a penalty term to stabilize the solution. Similar form of the penalized least squares have been investigated in deep learning image prior [20] , modelbased deep learning (MoDL) [21] , etc. However, in contrast to the conventional penalized least squares that first trains a neural network G Θ (y) in a supervised manner and then minimizes the cost (13), our innovation comes from the use of (13) as a cost for transporting mass x ∈ X to y ∈ Y. This is because we do not have reference data to train the neural network, so the direct minimization of the penalized least squares (13) leads to a biased estimation. Instead, we want to find the network parameters that minimize the average transportation cost with respect to the joint measure, i.e. all the combinations of x ∈ X and y ∈ Y for a given joint probability distribution. Specifically, we find the parameters Θ and h such that the following total transportation cost between two measures supported on X and Y is minimized:
where π(x, y) is the joint measure and c(x, y; Θ, h) is given by (13) . The following lemma, which is novel by itself, shows that the transportation cost in (14) has an interesting decomposition.
Lemma 1. Suppose that the joint measure π does not give mass to atoms. Furthermore, if the mapping G Θ : Y → X is single-valued, then the total transportation cost T(Θ, h) in (14) can be decomposed as
where
Proof. Without loss of generality, here we assume Q(h) = 0, since it is not a function of x and y. Now, define the sets A, B ∈ X × Y such that
Then, T(Θ, h) can be equivalently represented using the joint measures supported on A, B, A ∩ B and X × Y \ (A ∪ B):
Furthermore, we have
where the last term in the second equation is cancelled due to the definition of the set A. Similarly, we have
Finally, since G Θ and the convolution operation are single valued and the joint measure π does not give mass to atoms, the set A ∪ B has measure zero in X × Y so that we have
By collecting terms, we conclude the proof.
Note that the term cycle (Θ, h) in (16) is indeed the same as the cycle consistency term in cycleGAN [16] , which imposes the constraint x G Θ (h * x), ∀x ∈ X and y h * G Θ (y), ∀y ∈ Y. A geometric view of these constraints is illustrated in Fig. 1 . Here, the push-forward operator µ = G Θ# ν transports the measure ν supported on the blurry image measurement manifold Y to the measure µ supported on the high resolution image manifold X . However, for each y ∈ Y (resp, for each x ∈ X ) , the successive application of transport between two spaces, i.e. h * G Θ (y) (resp. G Θ (h * x)) should return to the original points y (resp. x).
B. CycleGAN with a Blur Kernel as a Dual Formulation
Given that the term cycle (Θ, h) in (16) is indeed same as the cycle consistency term in cycleGAN [16] , this section is interested in deriving the rest part of the cycleGAN.
Recall that CycleGAN [16] have been widely used for various unsupervised learning tasks [22] - [24] . For inverse problems, Kang et al [17] employs the cycle-consistent CNN for low-dose cardiac CT denoising without matched low-and high-dose pairs. By augmenting spatial transformer layer, Kim et al [25] extends the architecture to deal with the unsupervised deformable image registration.
Specifically, let X and Y denote two different domains for translation. Then, a generator G maps an image y ∈ Y to x ∈ X , and another generator F converts an image x ∈ X to y ∈ Y. Here, the discriminator networks D X and D Y are designed to distinguish the synthetically generated images from real ones for each domain so that eventually the synthesized images can follow the probability distributions of real ones. This makes the generators trained to produce more realistic images. Additionally, the following cycle-consistency is imposed during the generator traininng:
Usually, the two generators are implemented using deep neural networks. This make the cycleGAN training more time consuming and less stable. In this section, we show that a novel cycleGAN can be obtained as a dual form of (15) . Interesting, the new formulation does not require the second generator F as in the standard cycleGAN. Instead, as illustrated in Fig. 2 , just a simple linear layer representing the blur kernel h suffices as the second generator. The following proposition is essential to understand the claim: Proposition 1. For p = q = 1, the cost OT (Θ, h) in (17) can be equivalently represented as
where ϕ and ψ are 1-Lipschitz Kantorovich potential functions.
Proof. This is a just simple corollary of the original Kantorovich's duality formulation proof. We start with the first term of l OT (Θ, h) in (17) . Specifically, define a new measure η supported on the space Z composed of G Θ (y) for all y ∈ Y. Then, we have a push forward relationship η = G Θ# ν, which makes the first term in (17) as:
where the new joint measure π should satisfy
for all measurable set A ∈ X and C ∈ Z. Using the original Kantorovich's duality formulation, we have
For p = 1, the c-transform ϕ c is equal to −ϕ when ϕ is 1-Lipschitz [12] . By plugging in z = G Θ (y), we have
where for the last equality we use the change of the variable formula for measures [12] :
Using the same technique, the second term in (17) can be equivalently represented as
This concludes the proof.
Using Proposition 1, the final step to obtain our desired cycleGAN formula is the parameterization of the Kantorovich potential as ϕ := ϕ Φ and ψ := ψ Ξ using parameters Φ and Ξ, respectively, which leads to the following Wasserstein GAN loss function:
Therefore, the minimization of OT (Θ, h) requires competition between ϕ Φ and G Θ (y), or between ψ Ξ and h * x. Therefore, we can easily see that the Kantorovich potential ϕ Φ is the discriminator for the high resolution image domain X , whereas ψ Ξ is the discriminator for the low resolution image domain Y.
Finally, by collecting all terms in the transportation cost T(Θ, h) together, the dual formulation is given by:
where cycle (Θ, h) denotes the cycle consistent loss in (16) and GAN (Θ, h; Φ, Ξ) is the GAN loss defined in (21) . Therefore, the optimization problem (22) can be equivalently solved using our cycleGAN with a linear blur kernel as shown in Fig. 2 .
IV. NETWORK IMPLEMENTATION
A. Generator architecture
The network architecture of the high resolution image generator G Θ from the low-resolution image is a modified 3D-Unet [26] as shown in Fig 3. Our U-net structure consists of contracting and expanding paths. The contracting path consists of the repetition of the following blocks: 3D convInstance Normalization [27] -ReLU. Here, the generator has symmetric configuration so that both encoder and decoder have the same number of layers, i.e. κ = 7. Throughout the network, the convolutional kernel dimension is 3×3×3. There exists a pooling layer and skipped connection for every other convolution operations. To enhance the image contrast, we add additional sigmoid layer at the end of U-Net. On the other hand, the low-resolution image generator from high resolution input is based on a single 3D convolution layer that models a 3D blurring kernel. The size of the 3D PSF modeling layer is chosen depending on the problem set by considering their approximate PSF sizes. In this paper, the size of the 3D PSF layer is set to 10 × 10 × 10 for the simulation study, and 20 × 20 × 20 for the real experiments, respectively. As for the penalty for the filter for blind deconvolution, we use the l 1 loss, i.e. Q(h) = λ h 1 for some parameter λ.
B. Discriminator architecture
Given that our formulation leads to the cycle-consistency loss and Wasserstein GAN loss, we aim at further improving the performance by employing the state-of-the art GAN loss. Although in this case it is difficult to obtain the close form expression of the original penalized least squares transport cost, empirically we found that such modification improves the reconstruction performance while having a similar theoretical foundation.
Specifically, as for the discriminators, we follow the original CycleGAN that uses multi-PatchGANs (mPGANs) [28] , where each discriminator has input patches with different sizes used. As shown in Fig 4, it consist of three independent discriminators. Each discriminator takes patches at different sizes: original, and half, and quarter size patches. 
V. METHOD
A. Simulation Study
For simulation studies with the ground-truth data, we used synthetic microtubule network data set [29] to train and validate our model. Specifically, from the ground-truth high resolution synthetic microtubule images, we generate blurred images by convolving them with a model PSF.
In particular, the numerical PSF was computed using the Born and Wolf model [30] , which is given by h(r x , r y , r z ) =
where C is a normalizing constant, k = 2π/λ is the wave number of emitted light, λ is the wavelength, N A is the numerical aperture, and n i is the refractive index of immersion layer. For all simulation, we use N A = 1.4, and n i = 1.5. Then, the simulation is performed with different λ for the PSF model (23) . The convolution was performed using DeconvolutionLab2 [29] . The convolved data was then added with the mixture of zero mean Gaussian with the standard deviation σ = 3 and Poisson noises with the parameter m = 7.
The size of the synthetic data was 256 × 512 × 128, and 18 samples of the synthetic data were used for training and the other one is used for validation. Due to memory limitations, the volume was split into 64 × 64 × 64 size patches, which are used as inputs to the neural network.
B. Real Microscopy Experiments
We also used epifluorescence (EPF) data to validate our model. The samples for our real microscopy experiments are prepared as follows.
1) Cell culture and immunocytochemistry : Monkey kidney fibroblasts (COS-7 cell-line, ATCC) were cultured at 37
• C and 5% CO2 in DMEM (Welgene) supplemented with 10% FBS (Thermo Fisher Scientific). For immunocytochemistry, cells were fixed in 4% formaldehyde, 4% sucrose, PBS for 15 minutes, permeabilized for 5 min in 0.25% Triton X-100, PBS and blocked for 30 min in 10% BSA, PBS at 37
• C. The cells were incubated with Tubulin antibody (AbCam), 3% BSA, PBS for 2 hours at 37
• C, washed in PBS, and incubated with Alexa-488 secondary antibody (Thermo Fisher Scientific), 3% BSA, PBS for 45 min at 37
• C. 2) Epifluorescence Microscopy: For three-dimensional epifluorescence microscopy, samples were mounted on a coverglass and imaged using N-SIM based on an inverted microscope (ECLIPSE Ti-E, NIKON), equipped with an oil immersion objective lens (Apo TIRF 100x, N.A. 1.49, NIKON) and an EMCCD camera (iXon DU-897, Andor Technology). The acquired datasets were comprised of 50 axial sections of 512 × 512 pixels. The voxel size of the reconstructed images was 64 nm in the x-and y-dimensions and 60 nm in the z-dimension, with 16-bit depth.
C. Network training
A total 18 EPF samples of tubulin with a size of 512 × 512 × 30 were used for training, and one for validation. As for unmatched sharp image volume, we used deblurred image generated by utilizing a commercial software AutoQuant X3 (Media Cybernetics, Rockville). The EPF volume depth was increased to 64 using the reflection boundary condition. Due to GPU memory limitations, the EPF volume was split into 64 × 64 × 64 size patches.
For data augmentation, rotation, flip, translation, and scale were imposed on the input patches. We normalized the patches and set them to [0,1]. Adam optimizer [31] was also used for training. The learning rate was initially set to 0.0001, which is decreased linearly after 40 epoch, and the total number of epoch was 200 epoch. For the optimizer, we used only a single batch.
To reduce model oscillation [10] , the discriminators used a history of generated volumes from a frame buffer containing 50 previously generated volumes, as described in [32] .
The proposed method was implemented in Python with Tensorflow, and GeForce GTX 1080 Ti GPU was used for both training and testing the network.
D. Baseline algorithms
To verify the performance of the proposed method, we compare our method with a supervised learning network, the conventional cycleGAN with two deep generators [18] , and the commercial deconvolution method using AutoQuant X3 (Medical Cybernetics, Rockville). For a supervised learning network, we trained a 3D U-net with the ground-truth data for the case of simulation study, and the matched label data from AutoQuant X3 for the case of real microscopy data set. All the reconstruction results were post-processed for better visualization by adaptive histogram equalization [33] .
E. Performance Metrics
In the simulation study, the ground-truth data are available, so we validated our model quantitatively using the peak signalto-noise ratio (PSNR) and structural similarity index metric (SSIM) [34] . The PSNR is defined as follows:
M SE where N x and N y are x-and y-dimension of the groundtruth image x,x is the noisy image approximation, M AX x is the maximum possible pixel value of the image. The SSIM is defined as follows:
where µ is the average of the image, σ x , σx is the variance of the images x andx, σ xx is the covariance of the images,
2 and c 2 = (k 2 , L) 2 are the variables to stabilize the division with weak denominator where L is a dynamic range of the pixel intensities, and k 1 = 0.01 and k 2 = 0.03 by default. Fig. 5 shows qualitative comparisons of different reconstruction methods over datasets generated by the theoretical PSFs at different wavelengths. Here, the training was performed using the blurred data with λ = 500nm PSF kernnel, but the inference was performed using data with wavelength 400 nm, 500 nm, and 600 nm, respectively. The goal of this study is to investigate the generalization power of the proposed method with respect to different wavelengths. The supervised method removed most blur and noise; however, it lost many fine details of the tubule structure and showed false continuity over the tubule structure. The conventional cycleGAN method showed better qualitative results than the supervised one, presenting finer details and the correct continuity of the tubule structure, but still some of the structures were not fully recovered. On the other hand, the proposed method showed the best qualitative results, recovering most of the microtubule structures. Moreover, as shown in Table I , the proposed method showed the best PSNR and SSIM scores. This confirmed that the proposed method generalizes well, even when the PSF model for the training data is not matched well with that of the inference phase.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Simulation Results
In the next experiment, we evaluated the proposed cycle-GAN approaches in a non-blind deconvolution set-up, where the blur kernel h(r) is known. In this case, the estimation of h is no more necessary in (22) so that one may wonder whether the use of one-brach of the proposed cycleGAN (what we call "half cycleGAN") may suffice, so we also evaluated the results from such architecture. Fig. 6 compares the reconstruction results by various implementations of the proposed method. In Fig. 6(a) , the input image at the inference phase was generated by assuming wavelength λ = 500nm. Although all the reconstruction results by various merthods showed nice details of the structure, our nonblind cycleGAN approach resulted in the best PSNR and SSIM score as shown in Table II . Interestingly, our blind cycleGAN approach that estimates both blur kernel h and the image f provides slightly better results than the non-blind counterpart. On the other hand, half cycleGAN approach results in the inferior performance. In Fig. 6(b) , the input image is more blurry than (a) due to the longer wavelength λ = 610nm. Our blind cycleGAN approach was slight better than our non-blind cycleGAN approach in terms of PSNR values, although the SSIM score is still better for the non-blind approach. On the other hand, half cycleGAN approaches again produced inferior results. These results clearly indicates that our cycleGAN approach is very robust even when the exact PSF is unknown, by providing nearly similar results as non-blind cycleGAN approach. Fig. 7 show lateral and sagittal views of reconstruction results by various methods. In Fig. 7 , input images are 6 ) in terms of PSNR and SSIM.
B. Real Epifluorescence Microscopy Data
degraded by blur and noises. Besides, as shown in the sagittal views, the degradation at deeper area gets worse. In Fig. 7 , AutoQuant X3 removed blur and noise; however, it did not improve contrast sufficiently. The supervised learning and the standard cycleGAN with two generators showed better contrast and removed blur; however, the structural continuity was not preserved. On the other hand, in our cycleGAN approaches, blurs and noise were successfully removed, thereby preserving the continuity of the structure.
C. Computational time
The training time for the proposed network was 10 hours for the simulation study, and 18 hours for the real microscopy experiments, respectively. At inference phase, the computational time for 256×512×128 volume image in the simulation study was 18.9sec, and it was 15sec for 512 × 512 × 50 size volume for the real microscopy experiments.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we presented a novel cycleGAN architecture with a linear blur kernel for deconvolution microscopy, which can be used for both non-blind and blind deconvolution problems in an unsupervised manner. In contrast to the existing cycleGAN approaches with two CNN-based generators, in the proposed method only a single CNN-based generator is necessary to convert the low resolution image to high resolution one, whereas the blur image is generated using a simple linear layer. We showed that the proposed architecture is indeed a dual formulation of an optimal transport problem that uses the penalized least squares cost as the transport cost between two measures supported on low-and high-resolution image manifold. This stabilized the inverse solution by exploiting the similarity of two measures in the low and high resolution image manifolds.
We used the synthetic microtubule network and the real epi-fluorescent microscopy data to validate our model. In both non-blind and blind setups, the proposed method accurately reconstructed high resolution images, which were better than the existing methods. Moreover, our experimental results showed that our method generalized well for the deconvolution problems from different PSFs.
Given the robustness and the fast computational time, we believe that our method can be an important platform for deconvolution microscopy. 
